1968 50th Reunion
Attendance Plans as of March 19, 2018

Registered to attend (processed as of March 16):
* indicates also registered for Alumni College

Vi Hazel Adzaku
Mariana Alwell*
Barry Ancona*
Bruce Austin*
Alan Axelrod
Phil Bertenthal*
Kathryn Buck*
Susi Allyn Carlson
Ron Cogswell
Chuck Connerly
Judith Wallace Crossett
Sara Bey Dreyfuss*
Polly Priest Eberhardt*
Joan Dufel Eccard*
Debby Feir*
Ruthena Sternberg Fink
Pam Crist Fuson
Steven Gausebeck
Jan Gleiter
Bob Grant
John Groves

Russ Heuckendorf
Lorie Hill*
Robert Hodierne
John Holbert*
Steve Holtze
Elizabeth Alexander Holtze
Barbara Kaufman
Jack McCord*
Guillermo Mendoza*
Barry Nemmers*
Pat Miles Patterson
Tom Pugh*
Janet Deyo Pugh*
Mary Reichel*
Lenore (Lenny) Southam*
Bob Swortwood
Janet Hale Tabin*
Julianne Ward
Nicky Wernick
Philip Woodward
Carolyn Zeman*

Planning to attend (not yet registered):

Craig Allin
Stephen Carroll
Anne Diemer Carson
Greg Dean
Susan Towner Dean
Michael Dejoie
Carol Fabian
Christine Westermann Gilson
Janet Holton
Richard Lamb
Jean Langmuir
Anne Jenkins Laskey
Robert LeVeen
Roger McClung

Joe Mills
James Moore
Dale Mossey
Dick Musser
Gregg Narber
Merritt Olsen
Elizabeth Patelke
Patricia Miles Patterson
Greg Rankin
William Resseger
Paul Revenko-Jones
Darby Coriden Rhodes
Harry Ruth
Alana Smart
Donald Southworth
Jean Whitaker Sutton
Vondah Thornbury Vanderhorst

Not sure if they will attend:
Roger Able
Kenneth Augustine
Alan Bernhardt
Glen Bever
Dave Byman
Linda Stutler Deniz
Bert Denker
Katie Gruenberg Dodge
David Donahoo
Herbert Fritz
Ed Jones
Elizabeth Easterson Jones
Suzanne Lee
William Lee
Theo Lemaire
Carol Hanson McCord

Not planning to attend:
Russ Allen
Michael Asthalter
Stephen Beekman
Kathy Kimak Dailey
Edward Dingilian
Douglas Dray
Bob Gibbs
Bruce Hamilton
Nancy Halama Hamilton
Ray Horn
Mary Lou Ulbrick Hultgren
Katherine Kasten
Trip Kennedy
Joe LaMothe
Terry Langworthy
Sandy Levin
Louise Robertson Luthy
Ric MacDowell
Jeanette Mall
Richard Marz
Jon Megibow
Kathleen Mulligan

Michael Wade
Robert Wells
Susan Will Wolf

Mike Mullins
Lynne Patterson Paff-Boal
John Pittman
Janet Poland
Tom Russell
Stephen Schneider
Mike Schwartz
Mary Stauss
Julia Stacy
Jane Stastny
Roger Teichgraeber
Derrick TePaske
Wayne Stengel
Joe Wexler
Trudy Olson Woods

Robert Nelson
Kathi Pape Parrish
Scott Parrish
Mike Pill
George Potter
Betty Brandis Rasmussen
Amy Rossman
Patsy Sampson
Leida Schoggen
Sandra Soltesz Teising
Jeanie Trigg
Susan Dostal Wabaunsee
Margaret Ward
Martin Wheelwright
Janet Steel Wilken